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Climbers are out in force as
the summer promises
international adventures.
There’s Munro conquests
and mountain bike trails,
but it’s not all a walk in the
park as Tim Woods shares
his exclusive report on
surviving a fall.

climbing high
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Trail treasures
ACTION plan
CASC status - a real coup

Thanks to all those who have helped in the bid to make
the Lancashire Mountaineering Club a CASC status, a
Community Amateur Sports Club. With effect from April
2002 many local amateur sports clubs have been able to
register with the HM Revenue & Customs as CASCs and
benefit from a range of tax reliefs, including Gift Aid. It has
been a lengthy process, however, but thanks to Chris for
all his efforts. The committee are now attending to several
items of club documentation that will need to be changed
to reflect our new status.

2010 trips - ice climbing

This winter season, we are going to the Swiss/Italian
border, based on the Simplon Pass which runs between
Brig in the Rhone valley in Switzerland and the Lakes and
Milan in northern Italy. There are routes of all grades and
most of it is very accessible, apparently. We will be there
from Saturday Jan 30 to Feb 6. The times are chosen to
minimise the cost and maximise the cold! The pass is kept
open all through the winter.
Routes to get there are - probably best, flying to Geneva
and onwards by car. Alternatively, the route from Italy via
Milan/Bergamo would be OK but there are far fewer
flights from the UK. Other possibilities are to use the train
to Brig, followed by the post bus up the pass, so long as
we have enough road transport at Simplon.
I’ve booked places provisionally at the Ferienlage
Simplon. We will self-cater. The cost will be between 30
and 40SFR (£17 to £23) per person per day - this
depends on how many are in our group and the extent of
the facilities we use. This is their website. http://www.
simplon-kulm.ch/ There is a bit of piste skiing nearby (and
lots of touring!!) and a few other things to do. The local
website is http://www.simplon.ch/ If you want to go, I
suggest you book your flights (or make other travel
arrangements) very soon - there were still flights to
Geneva for about £100 return when I looked the other day
- but the prices will change of course. The arrangements
are being made jointly by Richard Toon (r.toon@talk21.
com mobile 07771 946641) and Will Wheale
(willywheale@hotmail.com mobile 07765400985).
Numbers need to be confirmed by October 10.
FUNDRAISING
Shopping online has never been easier - but please
remember to go to all your major high street retailers
via our LMC site. We get money back on everything
you spend, and it doesn’t compromise discounts!

CALENDARS FOR 2010

A wonderful calendar has been put together by Jim for
next year priced £7 or £10 incl p&p. These will be on sale
at the annual dinner or by contacting Mark Braithwaite on
07899845220. All the images are of LMC adventures so
well worth a look.

HUT STAYS AND DETERMINATION

Congratulations to Richard Ramsden for the most nights’
stays in Tyndrum hut last year. The keen mountaineer
paced up around 26 stays. At the Loft, talks have been
undertaken with the trust with regards to a shower and
the need for a new water tank.

Annual general meeting

If anyone has any matters arising for the annual general
meeting on October 6 please contact a member of the
committee or the chair Andy on bond223@btinternet.The
meeting will be held at the Black Dog at 8pm in Belmont.
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By Richard Toon
New facilities for mountain biking are expanding rapidly in Lancashire. There are the new mountain bike
routes in Lee Quarry near Bacup, rapidly becoming
one of the finest centres in the North West, with some
extremely tough black routes and ”play areas” for testing your dexterity and bike jumping capabilities. This
is a refreshing new life for what was a fairly depressing
old quarry. All it now needs is a cafe with bacon barm
cakes – then people will visit in their thousands!! This
is a “must” for all those who think they are LMC MB
experts!! Some folks have already visited. If not – it’s
a good spot for a quick afternoon visit. Where is it??
– you’ll find it if you really want to!! But there are also
some brand new sections of the Pennine Bridleway being created over the moors above Burnley. One new bit
is high above Worsthorne, with magnificent panoramic
views across to Pendle Hill. The final work is still to be
completed. The track had been dug, using the Hymac
technique where the surface of the moor is turned
over, like flipping a giant pancake. The result is a stony
surface with a drainage ditch alongside. The track will
soon blend into the hillside, to leave a solid but green
route. The fences and gates have been installed but
the signage has to be put up and the legal work to be
completed once all the ground works are in place.
Where is it? Try GR 898 323 on your South Pennine OS
map – or your satellites will get you there on GPS!!! You
won’t find the route on the map yet – but you will find
it on the ground! Go to www.magazine.mountainbikeskills.co.uk for more on Gisburn trail centre, too.
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By Richard Toon
Well I went! Only me on the Friday night – the meet leader was
clog dancing in Whitby (presumably with the rest of the LMC)!!
Ollie woke me up early on Saturday and stayed both days.
We had lots of day visitors on
Saturday and Sunday!All the old
favourites were done – Valkyrie
- knee tremblers for Ollie - Sarah
hit the holly bush!Via Dolorosa
– wow, I’d forgotten how good
this olde worlde VS is and Julie with Ollie and me made the

most of it. Dave S had to watch
from his crutch, if you see what I
mean (biking accident in France,
I understand).A few nearly
acscents – The Swan E3 (David
T); and Smear Test E3 (Stuart)
who just had to make one little
cheat.Flawless climbs by Martin
on Hawkwing (E1) and David
T on Elergy (E2). Kate did Pebbledash (HVS).I did Souls Crack
(HVS) for the umpteenth time
– and still struggled!! And there
were lots more routes done by

everyone.
The hut is superb – big, clean
kitchen, lounge, showers, very
comfy bunks. We must go again
- or rather you should go!!
Maybe the Club should try for a
weekend away from the summer
holiday period.It’s a fantastic
hut and a fantastic crag.
It is surrounded by climbing
history – with plenty of original
photos of Don Whillans on Sloth
and Valkyrie, and Joe Brown
with other early pioneers.
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Lovely Lundy Island for
a mountaineering treat
By Michelle Beech
Tour week on Lundy Island had been
booked 2 years in advance, allowing plenty of time for anticipation.
After a bumpy sea-crossing, we were
relieved to arrive on dry land. We
were met by an array of antiviral hand washand sprays;
a sharp reminder of our
ill-fated 2007 trip, when all
but 1 or 2 of our party suffered from gastro-intestinal
NoroVirus. The virus led to
‘closure’ of the island, with
Christian Lenehanmanaging
to get the LMC featured in a
BBC News story
and David Medcalf featuring
on BBC Wales.
David and Christian were partof
our group again;
alongside Cathy
Woodhead,
Sarah Medcalf,
Richard Toon,
Dave Toon, Andy Bond and me
revisiting the Island.The group also
consisted ofseveral Lundy newbies:
Kate Hawkins, Ian Taylor, Martin
Jolly, Sarah Spear, DavidBuchanan
and Pat Buchanan.We decided to
take extra precautions and hastily
stocked up on loo roll! The strong
winds, which had prevented a
smooth ferry crossing, persisted
throughout the week. One day of
heavy mist and several days ofintermittent heavy rain were also thrown
into the pot, resulting ininterrupted
climbing. The winds even made
walking and photography difficult,
testing Pat and David B.Braving the
weather was easy in our warm, cosy
4

Barn and we were very grateful not
to be on the campsite with the other
climbers: the pub is theonly Island
retreat. Astute mountaineering
judgement was evident (some call it
laziness!), as the decision to stay indoors proved
the right decisionon a couple of days,
when walking
and climbing parties

returned to the Barn mid-afternoon
in varying degrees of ‘drowned rat’
guise. Richard even left gear in-situ
to make a hasty retreat and was
delighted whenSarah M and Christian returned, having braved the
weather to rescue hisgear – 10/10
guys! The 2008 Climbers’ Club
Guide details 200 routes additional
to the 1994 Guide used on our
2007 visit, helping us discover new
routes and newvenues. Between us,
we climbed (or at least, prepared
to climb before being rained off!)
at many of the Island’s venues:
Devil’s Limekiln, Kistvaen Buttress,
Pilot’s Quay, The Flying Buttress,
Devil’s Chimney Cliff,Squires View
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Zawn, Seal Slab, North Light Cliff,
Constable Rock, Gannet’sButtress,
Knight Templar Rocks, V C Quarry
and Lundy’s famous Devil’sSlide.
The weather led to wild seas, forcing
abandonment of the west coast seacliffs on several occasions. Instead,
the east coast’s Knight Templar
Rocks became a much frequented
venue, providing its own challenges;
with Martin ‘knobbled’ on Knight
Cap (E2 5c) before asuccessful
exhilarating lead, seconded by Andy
and followed by a valiantattempt from Sarah S. The lure
of the Devil’s Slide area was
irresistible,with the weather
making repeated visits necessary for Andy, David B,Richard,
Ian, Martin, Sarah, David M and
Cathy to complete the classicroutes: The Devil’s Slide (HS),
Albion (VS) and Satan’s Slip
(E1). Routeof the week for Dave
T and Kate was The Cullinan
(E5 6a), with ThePromised Land
(E3) clearly not what it promised for Kate!The Norovirus is the
lasting memory of our previous trip.
The 2009 trip will be remembered
for the wet, windyweather, disrupting
both climbing and ferry crossings.
Sarah M and Christian had to make
a helicopterdeparture on Thursday,
with no ferries Tuesday or Thursday.
We, in the meantime, had to endure
red-top milk due to limited shop
supplies! Theweather-enforced time
in the Barn was very sociable; with
livelyconversation, books, jigsaws,
scrabble, magic tricksfrom Christian,
great food and an odd drop of wine
oh, and Richard’s computer chess!
All in all, we had a fantastic time
and are planning a return visit!

to the munro hills
An epic tour of the Scottish hills comes to a celebrated end - with
an invite to club members to join in the final, final push!

From top: Bernard and Josie
Smith on Glas Bheinn Mhor;
Bernard weighs up the peak of
Mullach Fraoch-coire

Late in July Josie & I cycled in to Culra to start the penultimate push to finish Josie’s Munro campaign. We did
Ben Alder and Beinn Bheoil before cycling out in the rain,
which set the scene for the next two and a half weeks.
Based at Ballater we ignored the weather and used the
bikes to access a host of remote Munros, Monadh Mor,
Beinn Bhrotain, Carn an Fhidhleir, An Scarsoch, Beinn Iuthern Mor, Carn Righ, Devils Point, Cairn Toul, Angels Peak
and Carn a Bhaim. Never a day without rain but at least the
wind kept the midges away.
Moving over to Shiel Bridge we managed Mullach FraochCoire which had defeated us twice in the winter, and then
the three Munros of the Five Sisters ridge. Our next challenge was an unusual horseshoe from Iron Lodge at the
head of Glen Elchaig. Up Mullach na Deiragain, skulked

under Ceathreambhan which we had done before, on over
An Sochach, Mam Sodhall, Carn Eighe and Beinn Fionlaidh, before dropping down to Loch Mullardoch. All that
remained was a five mile walk to the bikes and a ten mile
cycle out to a late supper.
We then moved on to Glen Dessary where we polished
off Garbh Cioch Mhor and Sgurr na Ciste before our finale in Glen Etive over Ben Starav, Beinn Aighanen and
Glas Bheinn Mhor. We had managed a total of 26 Munros
leaving only one remaining – Meall Buidh in Glen Lyon, an
easy 2hr stroll, to which you are all invited. We will be there
on Saturday 14th Nov. starting about 11am followed by a
celebratory dinner at Bridge of Lochay Hotel where we will
be staying. Anyone wishing to join us book direct with the
hotel or just the dinner or come along for a pint or two.
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Limestone
legac y
Kate Hawkins joins the Toons
to tackle some extraordinary
climbing in the Dolomites
This summer’s trip saw Richard
and David Toon and myself head to
the Dolomites in Italy for 2 weeks.
The first week was spent around
Cortina d’Ampezzo, a flashy ski
town where I felt quite out of place
without a Gucci chalk bag. We
were joined by
Pete from The
Climbers Club
whose immense
knowledge of
the area proved
very helpful.
The far off
thunder storm
clouds never
eventuated, the
weather was
excellent, so we headed up for the
stunning long limestone lines that
the Dolomites are famous for. Big
holds, amazing positions, brilliant
climbing - just don’t forget your
helmet. In the first week we climbed
some classic routes such as Spada
6
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Di Domocle VIII-(Lagazuoi North)
Nordwestwand VII (Ghedina)
South-West Face:Lacedelli VIII(Cima Scotoni) and Finlandia
VII-(Cinque Torri) With 1150m of
climbing in three days our rest days
of sunbaking, eating and reading
were much needed.
One of the most
stunning routes
was the South East
Face-Cassin VII
(Cima Piccolissima,
Tre Cime), which
we all climbed.
High in the mist,
we stumbled upon
Les Ainsworth and
Dave Cronshaw.
We joined forces for a group abseil
down and as you could imagine
there was enough Lancashire twang
and slang around to leave an Aussie
like myself quite clueless!
The 2nd week we headed west to
the Brente group. We stayed up at

the Brentei Hut which gave us great
access to the Campanile Basso.
This area is not only brilliant for
climbing, but for walkers, with an
excellent via ferrata.
Ambitiously as a three, we took
on one of the big routes on the
Campanile Basso- South West
Wall (Maestri). Two-thirds up and
looking like we were going to run
out of time we made the decision to
descend.

“
Dave bravely jumared up
the rope and discovered
to his horror the small
crack that the ropes
were caught in

”

Unfortunately the ropes decided
to misbehave and snagged as we
pulled one of the abseils. Stuck
in the middle of a big wall, Dave
bravely jumared up the rope and
discovered to his horror the very

small crack that the ropes were
caught in - but all was sorted and
we made it safely down. Haunted
by the experience Richard and I left
Dave on the balcony of the hut the
next day looking rather spooked and
headed off to climb the South West
Face of Spallone Irene- a brilliant
corner, but with a descent we could
not find we were forced to scamper
around the via ferrata the long way
back to the hut. Weather forced us
down to the valley on the Thursday,
however we managed a little more
Italian rock with some sport climbs
at Pedore by Lago d’Iseo on the
way to Bergamo airport. We had a
fantastic trip- sunshine, mountains,
alpine flowers, but despite 2 weeks
immersed in Italian we didn’t get
very far with the language. Dave’s
response to everything was ‘Bente,
bente uno, fiat punto’ and we still
couldn’t figure out how to order the
coffees we wanted.
Ahh non capisco!
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weather woes?
THE age old debate rumbles on as to whether we can let the weather spoil our fun! Head to
the website to check out some more great pics of the summer - and winter - adventures...
By Richard Toon
Best winter – Worst Summer?
Was the 2008-09 winter the best
one for a long time? And the 2009
summer the worst one?
We managed some super winter days last season. Early on, I
remember a couple of excellent
days around Dollywagon, soloing some excellent snow gulleys
with Stuart and completing the
Fairfield horseshoe with Gareth a
few weeks earlier. He was a man
on a mission that day, keen to get
down to the jewellers in Ambleside and to a picture-framer in
Kirby Lonsdale before the shops
shut! One of the best days was
crossing the Cairngorm plateau on
skis with David across to Hells Lum
where we had an exciting attempt
at Deep Cut Chimney. Though
we didn’t manage the last few
feet and had to abseil off, it was a
fabulous day, perhaps most memorable for the ski down with head
torches onto the Aviemore pistes.
A few of us stayed at the Loft and
managed two full consecutive
days of winter climbing on the
Lakes. Wow! On the Saturday,
we plodded up to Scrubby Crag
and completed a reasonable gulley climb, the day though being
brought sharply into focus as
we watched a walker fall the full
length of the crag down steep
snow slopes. Fortunately, others
were close to where he stopped
and quickly phoned the rescue
services. A helicopter was on the
scene in just s few minutes and as
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we summited and then walked off
around the horseshoe, we could
see each stage of the rescue as the
helicopter came in, dropped off a
recce team, then arrived with more
gear, returned once again with a
full team and lifted off the casualty
with a final return trip to collect
the remaining gear and people. A
very efficient exercise. Apparently
the walker was not too seriously
injured. The following day saw us
driving around to Honister Pass
so we could access Green Gable.
The crag was in what Andy Bond
referred to as “good modern winter conditions”. That meant that
the turf was well frozen, there was
little or no actual ice, but it was
cold, wintry and dusted with snow.
Andy stormed up our line, supposedly Grade 3 but much harder. I
got up it OK but had to concentrate and think all the way – it was
no roll-over! Just around the corner, David and Kate also had a very
challenging pitch on thin gear and
sketchy turf.
I did have another Scottish weekend, shivering as a bold attempt
in the centre ofAladdin’s buttress
came to a halt on bare rock, with
the following day seeing us walking in plenty of cloud near Pitlochry on the way home. I seem to
remember other stories of LMC
people brushing up on their ice
driving techniques the same day
over in the West, above Glencoe,
but I couldn’t possibly comment!!
Casting off all that winter gear
usually means we can switch to
rock boots, chalk bag and the
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Lancashire Guide to enjoy balmy
Tuesday evenings. But this was to
be a rare event through 2009. The
evening meets got rain and more
rain. It started reasonably in early
April – Brownstones, Wilton 3 and
Troy. Then we had the trauma
of our first Tuesday evening accident – but Tim is now well on
the mend – at Edgerton. What a
write-up Bolton Mountain Rescue
got for that one – except they
arrived after it had all happened,
with our casualty well on the
way to hospital – but still, thanks
to them for mobilising so many
people. Hobson Moor was warm
but poorly attended – but there is
the worst traffic jam in the world
always to negotiate to get there.
Wet for Witches. Ha,ha – bad
forecast for Blackstone Edge at the
end of May and wet in Wigan, Bolton and Oldham, but a beautiful
freak evening on the crag for the
half-a-dozen who soldiered on!!
Stronsey Bank was the first midgy
evening now that June had arrived
and we found a geocache (and did
a clutch of very good little routes)
but by then the numbers were
down to a handful. Looking at the
meets list, the next six consecutive Tuesdays did not happen!! I
was away in the Alps after that but
came back to be the sole person to
venture on to Hugencroft – and to
be eventually seen off the crag by
the police (there is a story here!!!).
And I think none since then!! “A
reet poor do!!”
See the website for more in
pictures

‘I fell and
heard ping’
It’s the moment every climber dreads: the seconds that feel like
hours when you are loosing your grip and your helplessness overwhelms. Here Tim Woods, 52, from Bury - who has been climbing
since 2003 - tells of the moment he fell at Edgerton quarry only to
hit the deck and break his back...

April 21 2009
The evening meet was at Egerton
quarry just north of Bolton town centre. It had been extensively renovated
over the previous 18 months. The top
had been cleared, trees and bushes
on the quarry floor had been cut
down and the branckes used to float
a foot[path across the wetter parts of
the quarry floor.
The selected route was suggested by
Jon Banks from the Lancashire Climbing Guide and described as The Crack,
a 15 m VDiff route in the Cherry Bomb
area of red wall. The route seemed to
ahve been recently exposed following
teh clearing of trees and debris on the
top of the face.
I was content to lead the route and
Jon was teh second, with a potential
member called Duncan intending
to come up in third position. I commenced the lead and was wearing a
climbing helmet and the initial stages
of the climb were straightforward
enough. I placed two rocks in teh
cracka dn was about 15ft from teh
quarry floor. I was then searching for
a hand hold to straighten up my body
prior to inserting a third piece of gear
and moving for the top. I felt to the left

with my left hand and was able to put
my fingers into the crevice in what was
an aparently good hold. I put some
weight on it and started to continue to
move. The next thing that I remember
was falling backwards and hearing
‘ping’ as it apparently pulled out. It
came out like a dinner plate, the rain
and debris had created a plastering
effect that wasn’t in effect stable. For
a short time things became hazy after
that.
I apparently fell on my left side,
rolled once and ended up on my right.
I felt winded and in some pain. I was
conscious and could feel my legs and
feet. My second, Jonathan had dealt
with playing-field injuries at his school
and resisted any suggestions to put me
in the recovery position. He did keep
checking I was conscious and hand
sensation in my toes.
I later found ou that I had some
superficial scarring to my face. There
were two long scratches on the front
of my helmet which saved two sets of
stiches or a fractured skull.
The ambulance was called and
arrived at about 8.30pm. In the meantime, one member of Bolton Moutnain
Rescue had been walking his dog. He

returned with his pack andjoined the
ambulance attendant. He supervised
the members into log rolling me onto
the spinal board and transporting me
to Royal Bolton Hospital.
I was diagnosed as having a wedge
fracture to two thoracic vertebra and
three broken ribs. An MRI scan revealed smaller fracture on three other
vertebrae. The A&E consultant was
somehwat upbeat and did praise the
‘no movement’ approach of the first
aiders at the scene and said I was a
‘treatable and recoverable casualty’.
Possible lessons learnt
Traditional first aid tends to teach
‘breathing pulse and recovery position’
however the reality is that this is not
always the best for climbing injuries.
You shoudl always check to see if
someone is conscious and breathing
and do not attempt to move them,
until this status changes. It is also important to realise the important role of
helmets. It was clear to me that there
was no way I could have controlled the
way I fell. Paul Pritchard was climbing
in Australia on a sea stack known as
Totem Pole. Without a helmet, he suffered a fractured skull, brain damage
and made only a partial recovery.
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